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Economic SnapShot

“And the beat goes on!”
The Aurora real estate market continues to show improvement over 
2012 as we begin our annual trek through the dog days of summer. 
Single family home sales are up 17.52% through May/2013 com-
pared to through May/2012. Attached unit sales are up 20.11% and 
the combined market is up 18.22% for the same time periods.
 
Mortgage interest rates, those little devils that often play havoc with 
our economic lives, continue to reside near historic lows. That old 
IHZ[PVU�� [OL� [OPY[`�`LHY� Ä_LK� YH[L� SVHU�� ^OPJO� THU`� OVTL� I\`LYZ�
have relied on through the years, is hovering around 3.75% to 4.0% 
for a conventional loan, and slightly less for a government insured 
loan (FHA/VA).  Rates have trickled up recently as the economic cli-
TH[L�OHZ�L_WLYPLUJLK�[PTLZ�VM�JVU[PU\LK�PTWYV]LTLU[�
 
Available inventory of single family homes in Aurora showed a notice-
able gain in May/2013 compared to April/2013 increasing by 32.12% 
(366 vs. 277). Improving home values have provided sellers, who 
have been sitting on the sidelines to do something these past few 
years, an opportunity to make the move to a larger home or downsize 
as their needs change. 
 
With lower mortgage interest rates and reduced inventory, rental 
properties have become less available. Scarcity creates demand and 
rental rates have increased over the course of the past year. Once 
HNHPU�YLHS�LZ[H[L� PZ�H�^PZL� PU]LZ[TLU[��WYV]PKPUN� PU]LZ[VYZ�^P[O� [H_�
ILULÄ[Z�HUK�HWWYLJPH[PVU�����
 
Real estate is characteristically a bottom-up phenomenon. Homes 
VU�[OL�SLZZ�L_WLUZP]L�LUK�VM�[OL�ZJHSL�OH]L�H�[LUKLUJ`�[V�Z[HY[�ZLSS-

PUN� ÄYZ[� PU� HU� PTWYV]PUN� YLHS� LZ[H[L�THYRL[�� 0M� [OL�THYRL[� Z\Z[HPUZ�
itself, then pricier homes begin to sell. The Front Range real estate 
THYRL[�PZ�MVSSV^PUN�Z\P[�^P[O�TVYL�L_WLUZP]L�OVTLZ�ZOV^PUN�THYRLK�
PTWYV]LTLU[�PU�ZHSLZ�HJ[P]P[`�[OPZ�ZWYPUN��,_WLJ[�[OPZ�WH[[LYU�[V�WLY-
sist through the balance of the summer.        
 
Late spring and early summer are the times when the Aurora real 
estate market bell curve has a tendency to peak. Available inven-
tory reaches its highest point and buyer activity rises. With low mort-
gage interest rates and a shortage of inventory (compared to previ-
V\Z�`LHYZ���L_WLJ[�[OL�(\YVYH�YLHS�LZ[H[L�THYRL[�[V�IL�X\P[L�HJ[P]L�
through late summer.

As we shift from spring into summer there doesn’t appear to be any-
thing perched on the economic horizon waiting to create chaos with 
the Aurora real estate market. Bank foreclosures and short sales still 
YLHY� [OLPY�\NS`�OLHKZ�VU�VJJHZPVU��I\[�UV[�H[� [OL� SL]LSZ� [OH[�L_PZ[-
ed between 2007 and 2011. New home construction has become 
H�NYLH[LY�WHY[�VM�[OL�LJVUVTPJ�SHUKZJHWL�^P[O�Z[HY[LY�OVTLZ�ÅV\Y-
ishing across the Front Range and even custom homes beginning 
to sprout in subdivisions that were stagnant for the past few years. 
:LSSLY�TV[P]H[PVU�OHZ�PUJYLHZLK�HUK�I\`LY�JVUÄKLUJL�OHZ�PTWYV]LK"�
two elements that are vital to a healthy real estate market.

Real estate markets are normally slow moving entities when they are 
going through a period of recovery. This current shift was accom-
WSPZOLK�X\P[L�X\PJRS �̀�̂ OPJO�IVKLZ�̂ LSS�MVY�IV[O�I\`LYZ��SV^�TVY[NHNL�
interest rates) and sellers (appreciation and lack of competition).


